
Bryker Woods Elementary Campus Advisory Council 

Meeting Minutes 

Location:  Portable 4, Lorene Wallace’s classroom 

Commencement:  January 8, 2018, 3:10pm 

Adjournment:  4:05p 

Attendees:   

Jane Kronke, Ruth Hansen, Dee Jammal, Patricia Andrews, Lorene Wallace, Emily Shirey, Jeneen Irwin, 

Jarred Maxwell, Kim Zipfel, Jesse Butler, Kathy Sokolic (community representative) 

Public Comments:   

NA 

Principal’s Report: 

Attendance – 97% for 2nd six weeks (more on attendance during review of CIP goal). 

Enrollment – 455 (went down slightly – mobility) 

We are designated as a frozen campus for the 2018-19 SY 

Existing capacity is 418 (does not include portables) 

At 108% capacity. 

Facilities – Met with director of facilities – walked the grounds. As grounds chair for PTA, Mark Levy and 

I are going to meet to draw up the plan to address open campus areas to increase safety. Submit for PTA 

and CAC review. Areas I’m looking at are: 

-34th street at fire lane 

-Front of school extend fencing to end of portable  (decorative type) 

-Gate at fencing by portables by parking lot 

-Fencing along the breezeway to gym 

-Fencing along front side of Scout Hut 

District will pay if chain link style (PTA would need to help pay if ornamental fencing is used). More 

dialogue at PTA Exec. Board meeting to be shared with CAC. 

Posted our safety drills on LT.  New carpet coming to the library this summer.   

 



PTA Report:   

NA 

Business Representative Report:   

Kathy stated the average sale of homes that track to BW is over $490k, and over $805k for what is 

within a mile of the school.  Dee inquired about zoning changes for how things are demolished with 

CodeNext.  The goal is to preserve neighborhood character yet increase density.  Average sale price of a 

home in Austin is $340k.   

Other Business: 

Sprinklers on lower field fixed thanks to Mark Levy and Marlene Wallace!   

We are frozen to transfers for 2017/18, with sibling priority not necessarily being granted. Ruth 

recommended incoming sibling transfers still apply and contest if denied.  Things become tricky with 

middle school and high school with transfers.  Currently transfers at 5%.   

CIP for Attendance was discussed and reviewed.  Denise Wolfe handles attendance.  The school receives 

$48/day for each child that impacts funds received and used by the district, not directly/specifically 

impacting BW, but the district as a whole. 

We also discussed CIP for SEL.  We’ve been an SEL school since 2011.  Jane is interested in Restorative 

Strategies…more therapeutic instead of punitive practices, “connect before you correct”.  Emily and 

Jane mentioned how they did a Restorative Circle training.  Emily Shirrey mentioned her summer 

training and how having circles, flexible seating, and offering compromise is important giving children a 

sense of purpose and place.  Kathy attended a Restorative Circle at Manor High School and mentioned 

how transformative the experience was and how great it is we’re incorporating this in our 

school.  Marlene mentioned the importance of using these practices consistently and daily.  Marlene 

mentioned how the focus is on the experience not on the materialism, with the light not shifting from 

the student talking about the experience not possessions.  Marlene and Emily discussed how they 

incorporate this methodology in both of their classrooms.  The skills travel with the child as they grow.   

The district gives grade level appropriate resources “Second Step”, a 20 minute lesson for younger 

elementary or up to 30 minute for older students depending on how much they want to share.  We 

received free grade appropriate “Enoughie Lessons” in an effort to promote a “kindness 

campaign”.  Third grade and older takes the Climate Survey, and works best when read to them by a 

teacher to discuss what it really means.  Fourth-sixth grade reads their own.   

The goal is to approve 2 Focus Areas of CIP per CAC meeting.  The goal for February CAC is Coordinated 

School Health and Employee Wellbeing.  Jane will be distributing the TEA report cards for review.   

 


